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Diffusion models - recap

● Standard diffusion models are built around two components. 
First, there is an image degradation /forward/ operator (D) 
that contaminates images with Gaussian noise.

● Second, a restoration /backward/ operator (R) is trained to 
perform denoising. 
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Simplified implementation

● For a simple and quick implementation example see: 
https://youtu.be/a4Yfz2FxXiY 

● And its accompanying colab notebook: 
1sjy9odlSSy0RBVgMTgP7s99NXsqglsUL

https://youtu.be/a4Yfz2FxXiY
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1sjy9odlSSy0RBVgMTgP7s99NXsqglsUL
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Implementation outline - training

● for e in range(n_epochs):

– t = random_timestep_up_to_T()

– t_emb = sinusoidal_position_embedding(t)

– noise, noisy_image = D(noiseless_image, t_emb)

– noise_pred = R(noisy_image, t_emb)

– loss = L1(noise, noise_pred)

– loss.backward() 

return trained R  # in this case a U-Net
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Implementation outline - sampling

● Standard sampling works well for noise-based diffusion, 
however it yields poor results in the case of cold diffusions 
with differentiable degradations (such as deblurring)
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Required Gaussian noise

● Diffusion has been understood as a random walk around the 
image density function using Langevin dynamics, which 
requires Gaussian noise in each step. 

● The walk begins in a high temperature (heavy noise) state, 
and slowly anneals into a “cold” state with little if any noise.
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Cold diffusion – article highlights

● Sheds light on the role of noise in diffusion models.
● Shows that noise is not a necessity in diffusion models.
● Proposes a sampling algorithm called Transformation 

Agnostic Cold Sampling (TACoS) for generalized diffusions.
● Provides theoretical and empirical results in applications to 

various inverse problems (conditional generation) and 
generation of images (unconditional generation).
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Cold diffusion – cited recent works

● Recently, diffusion models have been applied to inverse 
problems [Song et al., 2021b] such as deblurring, denoising, 
super-resolution, and compressive sensing [Whang et al., 
2021, Kawar et al., 2021b, Saharia et al., 2021, Kadkhodaie 
and Simoncelli, 2021].

● Although not their focus, previous works experimented with 
deterministic image generation [Song et al., 2021a, Dhariwal 
and Nichol, 2021] and in selected inverse problems [Kawar 
et al., 2022].

● Reviewers criticize that some similar papers are not cited. 
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Cold diffusion – proposed sampling

● Propose TACoS for sampling, and claim it is superior for 
inverting smooth, cold degradations.

● “Specifically, for a class of linear degradation operations, it 
produces exact reconstruction (i.e. xs = D(x0, s)) even when 
the restoration operator R fails to perfectly invert D.”
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Cold diffusion – diff in sampling

● Algorithm 1:

xs-1 =                                D(R(xs, s), s-1)

● TACoS:

xs-1 = xs – D(R(xs, s), s) + D(R(xs, s), s-1) 
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Cold diffusion – comparing sampling
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Cold diffusion – experiments 
(conditional generation)

● deblurring
● inpainting
● super-resolution
● snowification
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Cold diffusion – deblurring 
(conditional generation)
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Cold diffusion – inpainting 
(conditional generation)
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Cold diffusion – inpainting 
(conditional generation)
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Cold diffusion – super-resolution 
(conditional generation)
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Cold diffusion – super-resolution 
(conditional generation)
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Cold diffusion – snowification 
(conditional generation)
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Cold diffusion – experiments 
(unconditional or cold generation)

● Using deterministic noise degradation 
● Using blur
● Using other transformations
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Cold diffusion – deterministic noise 
(unconditional or cold generation)
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Cold diffusion – blur 
(unconditional or cold generation)
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Cold diffusion – other transforms 
(unconditional or cold generation)
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Cold diffusion – conclusion

● Random noise can be removed entirely from the diffusion 
model framework

● Random noise can be replaced with arbitrary transforms
● Proposed generalization allowes to restore images afflicted 

by deterministic degradations
● This framework paves the way for a more diverse landscape 

ofdiffusion models


